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 Fiber-Assisted Molding (FAM) of Surfaces with Tunable 
Curvature to Guide Cell Alignment and Complex Tissue 
Architecture  
   Vahid    Hosseini     ,        Philip    Kollmannsberger     ,        Samad    Ahadian     ,        Serge    Ostrovidov     ,    
    Hirokazu    Kaji     ,        Viola    Vogel     ,   *       and        Ali    Khademhosseini   *   

  Nature has evolved a variety of highly effi cient tissue and 

organ structures that are adapted to meet different func-

tional requirements. [ 1 ]  These structures are assembled and 

remodeled during growth and regeneration by cells that 

continuously interact with each other and the environ-

ment. [ 2 ]  To better understand and reconstitute these pro-

cesses, it is necessary to fabricate artifi cial culture substrates 

that closely mimic the environment that cells sense and 

respond to during tissue growth and regeneration. [ 3 ]  Many 

techniques to produce geometrical structures with nano- 

to micrometer precision are available and have been suc-

cessfully used to study the impact of substrate topography 

and geometry from nanometer to millimeter scales on cell 

alignment, migration, differentiation and matrix produc-

tion. [ 4 ]  Many of these techniques, however, suffer from high 

cost, complexity, poor scalability and the need for expensive 

and special equipment, such as clean room facilities, which 

poses limitations on their widespread applications. More 

importantly, most microfabrication techniques available 

today can only produce smaller sized structures with fl at 

sides and sharp angles which are rarely seen in organs and 

Tissue Engineering

tissues. Typical biological structures are composed of curved, 

tubular and sometimes helical surfaces on micro- to millim-

eter scales. Reproducing such structures and using them as 

cell culture substrates enables the in vitro recapitulation of 

the growth and adaptation processes that gives rise to com-

plex functional tissue and organ architectures. A number of 

researchers have adapted existing or presented new uncon-

ventional fabrication methods to overcome the limitations 

of classical approaches. Sinusoidal wavy microgrooves with 

sizes of a few micrometer have been prepared by extensive, 

low pressure plasma oxidation of stretched poly (dimethyl-

siloxane) (PDMS) slabs. [ 5 ]  This method however is unable 

to make large wavy structures and suffers from poor control 

over curvature and feature size. In another study, rounded 

microgrooves were made by plasma etching and oxide 

deposition over square profi le grooves. [ 6 ]  These curved 

grooves were successfully employed to align mammalian 

cells, showing the same effect on cell alignment as parallel 

micro- and nano-grooves created by conventional photo-

lithographic approaches. [ 7 ]  Recent advances in three-dimen-

sional (3D) printing can be used to create complex shapes 
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and geometries on different length scales, however most 3D 

printers assemble 3D features from two-dimensional (2D) 

stacks with sizes on the order of tens of micrometers, which 

leads to step artifacts depending on the printer resolution. [ 8 ]  

Therefore, there is a continued need for the creation of con-

trolled curvature without step defects. 

 Here, we introduce FAM as a simple yet versatile method 

to fabricate microgrooves with defi ned concave or convex 

curvature, sinusoidal grooves, parallel groove-patterned 

tubes, and double- and multiple-strand 3D helical structures 

( Figure    1  ). Commercially available nylon or metal threads 

of different diameters, here ranging from 100 µm to 500 µm, 
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 Figure 1.    Schematics of the fi ber-assisted molding (FAM) procedure and micrographs of different fi ber templates. Producing planar arrays of 
wrapped fi bers, helical fi ber cylinders or twisted fi bers. a) PDMS is puored over the fi bers and centrifuged to remove excess PDMS. PEGDA 
prepolymer was added and then UV polymerized to create a permanent mold for replicating patterns in PDMS. b) SEM image of a PDMS mold 
made from PEG polymer template. Micropatterning of parallel grooves inside a tube. c) Three simple steps to create a hollow PDMS tube with a 
parallel micropattern inside by a single fi ber and d) fi nal PDMS construct with hollow tube patterned inside. The inner tube diameter is 0.5 mm; 
the outer diameter is 0.9 mm. Helical tube-like structure made by twisting fi bers, e) 3D Z projection of human fi broblasts’ fi brillar fi bronectin matrix 
inside the tube following the helical pattern using twisted fi ber template and f) part of the helical tube stained with FITC rotated 90° along the  x  
axis for better illustration of the tube profi le. g) Phase contrast image of parallel microgrooves in PDMS with helical pattern inside of each groove. 
h) Bundle of fi bers wrapped helically around syringe needle to control the twisting angle, needle diameter is 1.2 mm and fi ber diameter is 200 µm. 
Scale bars, 5 mm (d) and 200 µm (b,e–g).
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were used to create the templates. The radius of curvature 

can easily be tuned by adjusting the fi ber diameter. These 

templates were then used as substrate to culture and align 

fi broblasts and myoblasts on different curvatures and on 

helical structures. Fiber fabrication and assembly has recently 

gained attention for applications such as twisted capaci-

tors and batteries, [ 9 ]  solar cell optical fi bers [ 10 ]  and actu-

ator muscles [ 11 ]  but has not yet been utilized for biological 

applications. Electrospun fi bers, [ 12 ]  drawn parallel thread, [ 13 ]  

or single glass fi bers [ 14 ]  have all been used to align cells on 

fl at substrates, but complex defi ned 3D curvature and wavy 

features were hard to achieve before. Our novel and simple 

approach establishes a new tool to study cells in complex 

helical and curved structures and opens up new possibilities 

to engineer human and animal tissues such as vessels, muscle, 

tendon, and neural tissue.  

 To create a wavy or semicircular groove pattern on planar 

or tubular geometries, primary fi ber masters were prepared 

by wrapping a fi ber or thread around a glass slide or a tube 

such as a syringe needle. We avoided using sharp-edged 

objects to prepare the primary master because it deforms 

the fi bers, especially polymeric fi bers, and creates undesir-

able spacing between fabric lines. Figure  1  and supplemen-

tary movie M1 schematically show how a single fi ber was 

used to create planar parallel grooves, cylindrical helices, 

twisted fi ber helices, and combined hierarchical structures. 

Wrapping a fi ber around a plane object is the simplest way 

to create planar parallel microgrooves. The primary fi ber 

master without additional polymer coating can be used 

directly to fabricate master templates with a half-circle pro-

fi le. To prepare wavy structures, a thin layer of PDMS was 

coated onto the primary fi ber master using a spin coater. The 

fi ber-PDMS composite construct was then used for building 

a poly(ethylene glycol)-diacrylate (PEGDA) master and sub-

sequently a PDMS replica (Figure  1 a,b). The fi ber diameter 

is an important parameter to adjust the groove depth and 

width. PDMS viscosity and spin speed determine how gaps 

between fi bers are fi lled to make wavy structures and can be 

adjusted to modify the waviness of the surface. 

 Controlled generation of curved or of helical 3D surfaces 

is of high interest in tissue engineering. Most organs and tis-

sues consist of hierarchically arranged curved shapes. For 

instance, blood vessels, intestine, esophagus, and trachea have 

a luminal or cylindrical shape. In order to reconstruct such 

tissues in vitro, cells and matrix need to be guided to align 

and assemble in the desired volumetric shape with typical 

diameters between a few micrometers (small blood vessels) 

up to several millimeters (large vessels and other structures). 

The fl exibility of FAM enables us to create unconventional 

geometrical volumes, which have been diffi cult to microfab-

ricate before. We constructed parallel groove micropatterns 

inside a small PDMS tube by wrapping a fi ber around a 

syringe needle. After curing the PDMS around the construct, 

the needle was ejected and the thread removed from the 

resulting tube (Figure  1 c, d). For instance, these patterned 

hollow tubes are suitable as substrates for tissue engineering 

blood vessels or tracheal tubes. In case of using biodegrad-

able fi bers and appropriate fi xing or welding methods to 

fuse the fabric construct, it is possible to directly use fabric 

templates as tissue scaffold. As an example, layers of aligned 

smooth muscle cells could be grown in the lumen to form a 

contractile vessel wall followed by endothelial cell seeding. 

Another useful application could be engineering of ring-like 

muscles (sphincters), which are found in many organs such as 

the urinary tract [ 15 ]  or esophagus. 

 With a slight modifi cation, FAM can also be used to 

create hierarchical patterned microgrooves. A bundle of 

7 nickel threads each with a 100 µm diameter was twisted 

at the ends, and then the twisted thread was used to pre-

pare a PDMS template which was then seeded with human 

foreskin fi broblasts (HFFs) (Figure  1 e). In Figure  1 f the 3D 

reconstruction of such a construct by confocal microscopy is 

shown. The twisted nickel threads where then used to create 

parallel microgrooves by the described method to fabricate 

more complex hierarchical PDMS templates (Figure  1 g). 

Helically arranged cells and matrix are characteristic of many 

load-bearing tissues such as bone, tendon, intervertebral 

discs or vessel walls due to their highly optimized mechan-

ical performance. In another attempt, we created a helically 

micropatterned hollow tube in PDMS by wrapping a bundle 

of nylon threads with a helical angle of about 45° around 

a tube (Figure  1 h and Supporting Information Movie M2). 

The twisting angle of the helix is determined by the number 

of single fi bers in a bundle, and by the tube and thread dia-

meters. To our knowledge, no other easily applicable method 

has previously been described that allows for fabricating tem-

plate substrates to direct the growth of such hierarchically 

organized tissues and to systematically investigate the role of 

the helical angle for tissue function. 

 To assess the applicability of FAM for tissue engineering, 

a sinusoidal wavy PDMS micropattern with wavelength of 

200 µm and 40 µm amplitude was created. Another PDMS 

stamp with square profi le (channel-ridge) having the same 

wavelength and amplitude was created by conventional 

photolithography to serve as control (Figure S1, Supporting 

Information). Methacrylated gelatin (GelMA) micropat-

terned hydrogels were then created by microcontact molding 

using the prepared stamps (Supporting Information). These 

hydrogels were used to promote myoblast alignment and dif-

ferentiation into myotubes. Cells on GelMA hydrogels have 

the ability to elongate, migrate, and connect with neighboring 

cells, which is essential for mimicking muscle tissue in vitro. [ 16 ]  

In previous studies, we have shown that GelMA channel-

ridge micropatterns promote myoblast alignment and dif-

ferentiation into thin and long myotubes. [ 17,18 ]   Figure    2  a,b. 

show the fraction of normalized aligned cell nuclei in sinu-

soidal grooves and channel-ridges with their respective fl uo-

rescence microscopy images at day 3 of culture. The graphs 

show that both patterns induced the alignment of C2C12 

myoblasts, and that there was no signifi cant difference in the 

nuclear alignment between different micropatterns at this 

stage. Following this, myoblasts were allowed to differentiate 

into myotubes by changing the culture medium to differ-

entiation medium. After 8 days of culture, we analyzed the 

orientation angles of the resulting myotubes. Image analysis 

showed that almost 90% of myotubes on the wavy grooves 

were aligned, while only 60% of myotubes were aligned on 

the channel-ridge micropattern ( p  < 0.05) (Figure  2 c–f).  

small 2014, 10, No. 23, 4851–4857
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 To study the role of curvature in cell contact guidance, 

arrays of semi-cylindrical structures were made by FAM 

as presented in Figure  1  using nylon threads. Fibers with a 

diameter of 180, 250, 400, and 500 µm were selected for the 

construction of the templates. HFFs were then seeded on 

these semi-cylindrical microgrooves in culture medium that 

included fl uorescently-labeled fi bronectin (Fn) for visuali-

zation of fi brillar Fn in the extracellular matrix (ECM). In 

addition, cells were fi xed and nuclei and actin cytoskeleton 

were stained for future analysis (Supporting Information). 

 Figure    3   g shows that HFFs clearly deposit fi brillar Fn and 

align along the pattern axis over the semi-cylindrical fea-

tures. Analysis of cell nuclei alignment showed that cells 

aligned more on curved constructs compared to the fl at 

control surface (Figure  3 f). Patterns with smaller curvature 

showed stronger cell alignment, but even the smallest curva-

ture which was made by fi bers with a diameter of 500 µm still 

had an impact on cell alignment compared to the fl at control 

surface.  

 By fi lling spaces between fi bers with a thin layer of a 

viscous polymer, it is possible to make continuous wavy 

grooves and glue the structures to make free standing scaf-

folds. Coating with polymer not only fi lls the voids between 

the fi bers, but it can also fi lls defects or features on individual 

fi bers which might remain from fi ber processing and thereby 

build a smooth surface for cell studies. The replica molding 
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 Figure 2.    Myoblast and myotube alignment on microgrooves. Alignment of myoblasts on 20% GelMA a) 200 µm wavelength sinusoidal profi le 
microgrooves and b) 200 µm square profi le microgrooves. Representative pictures of DAPI/F-actin staining of the samples are shown in the corner 
of each histogram. Myotube alignment at day 8 of culture on 20% GelMA hydrogels with c) sinusoidal profi le microgrooves and d) square profi le 
microgrooves and histograms of the relative orientation show the alignment of myotubes. Representative pictures of anti-myosin heavy chain 
staining are shown in the corner of each histogram while the yellow arrow shows the direction of the micropattern. e) The comparison of myotubes 
alignment between both micropatterns shows that the sinusoidal pattern obtained with our fi ber technique is much more effi cient in directing 
myotubes (*p < 0.05) while cell nuclei alignment at day 3 does not show a difference between the two patterns. f) Immunofl uorescence images 
of myosin heavy chains (green) and cell nuclei (blue) and α-actinin (red for myotubes cultured on the wavy microgrooved GelMA hydrogel on day 
8 of culture. Scale bars, 100 µm (a–d), 20 µm (f).
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described in Figure  1  also allows creating either concave or 

convex mesoscale curvature which is known to have different 

effects on cell behavior. [ 19 ]  Curvature on sub-micrometer 

length scales was shown to impact stem cell fate and neural 

progenitor cell differentiation, [ 20 ]  but the interaction of cells 

and curvature on larger scales was rarely studied because 

of diffi culties in manufacturing such curved substrates. It is 

expected that, while microscopic curvature determines single 

cell behavior, [ 21 ]  macroscopic curvature in contrast impacts 

the interaction of cells, thereby facilitating the formation 

of functional multicellular structures and large-scale matrix 

organization. In this paper, we studied collective cell contact 

guidance on curved grooves and compared them to conven-

tional lithographic square profi le grooves. Previous studies 

have shown that myoblasts were almost fully aligned in 

small wavy grooves of less than 10 µm wavelength, whereas 

large sinusoidal grooves have not been tried before due 

to fabrication diffi culties. [ 5,7 ]  Here we can show that large 
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 Figure 3.    Fibroblast alignment on curved microgrooves. a–e) Histograms of the relative orientation show fi broblast alignment in microgrooves of 
different curvatures and on a fl at surface. f) The comparison of fi broblast alignment shows that, while all microgrooves direct cell alignment, the 
smallest curvature has the largest effect ( p  < 0.01) compared to fl at and other microgrooved surfaces. Representative 3D Z projection pictures 
along  z  and  y  axis of DAPI/F-actin staining of the samples are shown in the corner of each histogram. g) 3D projection of stacks along  z  and  y  axis 
confocal microscopy images shows the arrangement of fi broblasts over the curved grooves. Blue represents cell nuclei (DAPI), green is Alexa Fluor-
488 fi bronectin, and red represents F-actin (Phalloidin). Scale bars 200 µm.
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sinusoidal grooves are superior in myotube alignment com-

pared to their square profi le counterparts, thus highlighting 

the advantage of such constructs to improve cellular align-

ment, particularly in highly organized and aligned tissues 

such as muscle. Interestingly, the difference was only signifi -

cant after myotube fusion (day 8), but not at early timepoints 

(day 3). A possible explanation could be that myoblasts on 

curved grooves tend to migrate towards the lowest regions 

of the grooves, whereas they equally distribute over the fl at 

surfaces of the square grooves, as evident from the images 

in Figure  2 , leading to more likely end-to-end alignment and 

subsequent fusion on curved vs. square grooves. 

 It is also well known that other cell types such as fi bro-

blasts, smooth muscle cells, neurons, and, endothelial cells are 

able to respond to surface topography. While the radius of 

curvature is expected to play a role for tissue alignment, it 

has so far been diffi cult to quantify due to the lack of repro-

ducible fabrication methods. We used our newly developed 

method to show a relationship between curvature and cell 

guidance on curved grooves, confi rming past studies over 

single glass fi bers. [ 14 ]  Our investigation adds evidence to the 

emerging paradigm that cells can collectively feel topography 

and curvature at length scales of hundreds of micrometers 

much larger than their own size. [ 22 ]  

 We did not observe any differences in cell viability 

when using fi bers of different chemical composition. While 

transfer of surface chemical properties from the fi ber to the 

mold cannot be excluded, any such chemical imprint by the 

fi bers could in principle be removed by including appro-

priate washing steps for the mold and/or the fi nal substrate. 

Due to the high fi delity of the molding process, any micro-

scopic surface topography of the fi bers is also transferred to 

the mold. Recent advances in fabrication nanoscale fi bers 

of meter scale length will make it possible to scale down 

the technique to the nanometer range. Conductive twisted 

hybrid carbon nanotube-graphene [ 23 ]  could be used to study 

electroactive tissues such as muscle and neural tissues, [ 24 ]  and 

micro-nano-topographies can be included using advanced 

yarns to improve cell contact guidance. [ 25 ]  If a smooth sur-

face is desired, the PDMS spinning process explained in the 

methods section can be used to cover smaller structures. 

 We have demonstrated that helically patterned tubes 

can template the alignment of cells and ECM into curved 

structures on larger scales, which would be expected but has 

previously been diffi cult to achieve. The FAM approach is 

thus prone to open new doors for biological and biomedical 

studies leading to a better understanding of the mechanisms 

behind guiding collective cell behavior via topological fea-

tures that ultimately gives rise to the formation of complex, 

hierarchical tissue architecture. Examples are the helical 

hierarchical architecture of heart, [ 26 ]  the helical arrangement 

of collagen in the osteons of cortical bone, [ 1 ]  the large-scale 

organization of neural and muscle tissues, [ 17,27 ]  the helical 

organization of vessel walls, [ 28 ]  sphincters in the gastroin-

testinal and urinary tract, [ 15,29 ]  and the collagen fi bers in 

intervertebrate discs. [ 26 ]  

 In summary, we present FAM as a simple and versatile 

method to fabricate curved patterns and parallel grooves 

on planar or curve surfaces, as well as helical patterns in 

tubes, for guiding and organizing cells and their matrix. As 

a proof-of-concept, we aligned myoblasts and myotubes in 

curved parallel microgrooves and showed their superiority 

for myotube alignment compared to conventional photo-

lithography-based microgrooves. Fibroblast alignment on 

differently curved grooves was compared, and the results 

showed that even grooves as large as 500 µm in diameter are 

able to affect cell direction compared to fl at surfaces. Pat-

terned tubes with fi ne parallel or helical curved grooves are 

hard to make with current technologies, and based on our 

knowledge, FAM is by far the simplest among all microfab-

rication strategies available for this purpose. Besides basic 

cell biological questions, this method can be applied to guide 

the assembly of anisotropic tissues with important appli-

cations in the area of vascular, muscular and neural tissue 

engineering. Also other material science applications can be 

envisioned.   

 Experimental Section 

 For making primary master structures, fi bers with different diameter 
were selected and then manually wrapped around a solid object 
of interest (Supporting Information Movie M1). At this step, any 
type of object can be used, such as glass slides, tubes, or needles. 
Accurate groove width of the fi nal construct is achieved by wrap-
ping the fi ber without leaving any gaps between turns. This con-
struct can be used directly as a master for replica molding, but it is 
also possible to adjust feature sizes and geometry by spin coating 
an additional polymer layer over the fi ber array. In this study, we 
spin-coated PDMS onto the master, removed excess PDMS and 
then cured the PDMS layer to fi ll the grooves between the fi ber 
arrays, which results in sinusoidal wavy features (Figure  1 a,d,e). 
This fi ber-PDMS master (primary master) was then used to create 
a PEGDA permanent master as previously described. [ 30 ]  Details of 
the fabrication procedure, including movies, can be found in the 
supplementary information.  

  Supporting Information 

 Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library 
or from the author. Supporting Text SI: detailed description of all 
materials and experimental procedures. Supporting Figure S1: 
Cross-sectional schematic of different grooved profi le. Supporting 
Movie M1: visual demonstration of the fi ber wrapping procedure. 
Supporting Movie M2: visual demonstration of replica molding and 
needle/thread ejection.  
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